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1 Introduction 

This article explains how to confirm if the following requirement is well implemented: 

• The mechanism for checking the test generator rules before editing questions in question pools. 

2 Creating a questions category 

Firstly create a category and its values. A detailed explanation of how to do it can be found on this link.  

YTM's suggestion is to create a new question category for testing purposes since it will be easier to follow to 
which questions the category values are added and if the feature works properly. 

3 Enabling the integrity check for generated tests 

Hover over the "System" section in the main menu, then select "Settings and customization". 

 

 
  

https://www.youtestme.com/kb/how-to-create-question-categories/
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Under the "System preference" panel, select "Additional modules setup". 

 

 
 

Enable the "Integrity check for generated tests" option. 

 

 
 

In this way, you will enable validation check to ensure there are enough questions for generating tests if 

some questions in pools are changed, moved, or deleted. 
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4 Creating a question pool 

After creating a category, hover over to the "Tests" section in the main menu, then select the "Question 
pools".  

 

Create a new pool: 

1. In the left side menu, click the "New" button. 
2. Enter a pool name. 
3. Click the "Save" button. 
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5 Creating questions in the question pool 

Create a sample question. While creating questions, it is necessary to add previously created category 

value: 

1. Click the "Add category" button. 

2. Choose the desired category from the dropdown menu. 

3. Select the desired category value. 

4. Click the "Select". 

 

6 Creating a test 

The next step is to create a test that contains a newly created question pool.  

For more information on creating generated tests based on question categories, you can check this link 
(Chapter named "Test creation process"). 

YTM's suggestion is to assign to the test the maximum number of available questions with the assigned 
category since the testing will be easier. 

  

https://www.youtestme.com/kb/how-to-generate-tests-based-on-question-categories/
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7 Confirmation that the requirement is met 

Once the test is created, hover over to the "Tests" section in the main menu, then select the "Question 
pools".  

 

 

Open the desired question pool, then navigate to the "Questions" tab. 
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Click the pencil icon to edit the desired question. 

 

Edit the category value assigned to the question. In this example, the value is changed from "Easy" to 
"Medium". 

Click the "Save" button at the bottom of the page to save the changes. There should be an error message in 
the top right corner of the screen that the test integrity is breached. The question change cannot be saved. 

You will be able to see the question ID where the change cannot be applied, as well as the name of the 

test(s) where the question is used. 
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Useful notes: 

• The integrity check is applied for all generated tests – generated based on categories as well as 

generated based on difficulties. You can test this feature in the same way for tests generated based 

on difficulties by trying to change the question difficulty. 

• If the test is created not to include branching questions and questions with the scoring method "By 

answer weight" ("Allow different points in versions" option is not enabled during the test creation 

process), those questions will not be included when generating a test, and also you will not be able 

to add branching when editing question nor to change the scoring method to "By answer weight" – 

you will get the same notification that the test integrity is breached and the changes cannot be 

applied. 

• In the same way, as for the question editing, you will not be able to move questions to another pool 

or delete questions if the test integrity is breached - you will get the same error message. 


